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Maniac
Flames

[Intro]
G# F# E D#

[Verse]
          G#
Well you just gotta see a pretty girl walking down the street
                                                   Fm
And it seems as if you re swept right off of your feet
           C#                          D#
Well your heart starts-a beatin  fast
        C#                        D#
Yeah I know that it cannont pass
      G#                   D#              A#m D#
Well you re just a maniac when it comes to love

[Verse]
     G#
Well how many girls have you had in the past month
                                          Fm
You ve had so many that I have even lost count
                 C#             D#
Well there was lolipop and uh Peggy Sue
 C#              D#
Mary Diane and lots of others too
      G#                   D#               G#   G#7
Well you re just a maniac when it comes to love

[Chorus]
              C#                            G#
Oh, oh, oh, maniac, whatch out what you re doing
 C#                         G#
Maniac, this might be your ruin
 C#
You might never settle down
G#                    D#              G#   D#
You might end up the lonliest guy in town

[Verse]
          G#
Well you just gotta see a pretty girl walking down the street
                                                   Fm
And it seems as if you re swept right off of your feet
           C#                          D#
Well your heart starts-a beatin  fast
        C#                        D#
Yeah I know that it cannont pass
      G#                   D#               G#



Well you re just a maniac when it comes to love

[Chorus]
              C#                            G#
Oh, oh, oh, maniac, whatch out what you re doing
 C#                         G#
Maniac, this might be your ruin
 C#
You might never settle down
G#                    D#              G#   D#
You might end up the lonliest guy in town

[Verse]
          G#
Well you just gotta see a pretty girl walking down the street
                                                   Fm
And it seems as if you re swept right off of your feet
           C#                          D#
Well your heart starts-a beatin  fast
        C#                        D#
Yeah I know that it cannont pass
      G#                   D#               G#
Well you re just a maniac when it comes to love
    G#                   D#               G#
Oh you re just a maniac when it comes to love

[Fade]


